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The successful launch of the new bus network and On 
Demand transit service is the result of three years of 
highly integrated work and collaboration across 
several business areas within the City of Edmonton: 
Edmonton Transit Service (ETS) Branch, the Research, 
Engagement and Communications (REC) Branch and 
Traffic Operations. Strong relationships and 
collaboration were key to rolling out the most 
significant transit changes in two decades, amidst a 
global pandemic.



New Bus Stop Signs

As 7,000 bus stop signs needed to be updated with new bus route 
information, temporary decals were applied to signs at bus stops 
that were staying in service (left), were starting new (middle) or 
closing (right) to help riders prepare.



New Bus Stop Signs

An online graphic helped educate transit riders about how to read 
the new bus stop signs. Decals were peeled off after launch day, 
and signs at closed stops were removed.



New Bus Stop Signs

Media were invited to photograph the mayor installing the first 
new bus stop sign, which marked the start of a six month 
countdown until launch day.



On Demand Transit Signs

To help on-demand transit users find designated pick-up and 
drop-off spots, signs were installed in neighbourhoods and transit 
hubs. These signs also provided information about how to access 
the service when it became live. A decal was placed on closing bus 
stops in these neighbourhoods to let residents know about the 
new service.



Transit Property Advertising

All available transit property across the system was used to make 
transit users aware that bus routes were changing.



Transit Property Advertising



Bus Hangers

One month before 
launch day, hangers 
were placed inside all 
buses and LRT trains to 
encourage riders to plan 
their new trips before 
the new bus routes were 
implemented.



Print Advertising

Traditional print advertising was used to target seniors and other 
transit riders who are not online and wouldn’t see the digital 
campaign. Advertising was also translated into other languages to 
reach Edmonton’s diverse communities.



Route Preview

In partnership with Transit app, riders were able to preview the 
new bus routes using a tool they were already familiar with. 
Transit app encouraged their riders to check their new routes 
through push notifications and in-app banners.



On Demand Transit Direct Mail

In advance of On 
Demand Transit 
launching, residences 
within the new 
on-demand transit 
zones received a 
postcard in the mail to 
make them aware of the 
service and how to use 
it.



On Demand Transit Direct Mail

A second postcard was 
mailed within 10 days 
before launch to remind 
residents of the new 
service, and to let them 
know where they can 
access it in their 
neighbourhood. 



On Demand Transit Road Signs

Road signs were 
placed in or near 
entrances to 
on-demand transit 
neighbourhoods to 
let residents know 
that the service was 
coming.



Social Media Advertising

From mid-February until launch day, digital advertising was 
phased. The first phase was about awareness, phases two and 
three were asking riders to plan their new trips through an 
increasing sense of urgency, and phase four let riders know the 
new routes were in effect.



Social Media Engagement

Approximately four weeks before launch, riders were encouraged 
to submit their questions about the new network, which were 
answered during a live stream on YouTube.

https://youtu.be/Z6iyoTfiaiI


Outreach and Education

In the lead up to launch day and immediately after, riders who use 
social media were regularly reminded to check their new bus 
routes and schedules before going to the bus stop.



Outreach and Education

In the week leading up to the launch of the 
new bus routes, and during the first week, 
ETS staff were stationed at transit centres 
around the city to help users navigate the 
new system. Transit Inspectors also 
patrolled neighbourhoods that 
transitioned to On Demand Transit.


